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In 1942, shortly after the attack on Pearl Harbor, America and its allies needed victories in battles and heroes through
which citizens and troops could rally to. The ‘Allied Fighters’ were banded together just for this purpose. Led by Captain
Invader, these legends of WWII fought against the powerful forces of the Axis Forces and won victory after victory. On VJ Day in 1945, the Allied Fighters disbanded and went their separate ways. It’s now the 21st Century and an old threat has
become new. The Allied Fighters are needed once again, with the original ‘Major’ Invader leading the team once again, this
band of old and new heroes will fight to save the world from any evil - new or old.

Hello and Welcome (continued)
Atlas Park, Paragon City, Rhode Island. The home of thousands of heroes, current, past and
future. All heroes today get their start in this beautiful location. With the statue of Atlas
holding the world on his shoulders, many heroes look to it as an iconic symbol of the life of a
hero in today’s world. For one such ‘hero’, she givesT little thought of this statue as she herself has
had many statues made in her name. She was once known as Athena, but today, she goes by ‘Atheyta’.

Atheyta is on a mission. It’s a
simple mission, but one she must
accomplish to perform an even
grander task.
A task she is
honor-bound to perform for her
Prateorian emperor and husband,
Emperor Cole – she must collect as
much information about Earth
Prime’s heroes and pass it on to
the Praetorian Legions so when
the empire eventually invades,
Earth Prime’s heroes can be
eliminated… effortlessly.
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She is a goddess in
her own belief.
As
one of the legends
goes about her, she
was bore from Zeus’
forehead,
fully
armored and grown,
ready to do battle…

…and battle she has.
For centuries she has
fought at the side of
Earth, providing her
wisdom, skills and
courage along the way.

Several decades ago, she journeyed to the
dimensional empire of Praetoria. There, she
became the wife of its powerful emperor,
Marcus Cole. Some call him ‘Tyrant’. She
calls him ‘husband’. Of late, he’s sent her to
Primal Earth for this task of infiltration.

This ‘task’ has made her more and more
uneasy by day. She loves this Earth. Why
would she willingly desire to spy upon it
for another dimension’s army to invade it?

Hey, baby, there's a party
in my pants and you’re
invited!
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She feels she knows the answer. Honor.
Loyalty. Dedication. Commitment. LOVE.
She knows that is the reason she is doing
this. But why does it still feel wrong?

Amongst those wrong feelings, she can’t help
but shake another feeling; a feeling of
being violated. To her knowledge, she hasn’t
been violated since centuries ago by
Hephaestus, but still…the feeling exists.

Wanna do it here or do I
do it to you over there?

As these feelings get stronger, she forgets
about them. They now seem unimportant. Her
wedding day…now that was important. This
mission…important. Nothing is to stop her
from doing this mission…for her beloved.

Here is
fine,
‘little’
man.
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Her current mission: gain
access to a powerful supergroup. Infiltrate them. Learn
about
them.
Send
the
information back to the empire.
Await for the invasion, and
then…slaughter all the heroes,
starting with her new supergroup. When that is done, she
will lead invasion forces all
over Primal Earth…all at her
husband’s side, as they conquer
Primal Earth.
Her
homeworld,
Primal
Earth…it has changed since her
last visit. It’s apparent that a
strong leader such as her
husband, Emperor Cole, is
needed to right this planet.

I am the Goddess Atheyta, drone,
and I am here to collect my
registration from Scribe Verne.

Right??

We shall see
‘who’ gives ‘who’
instructions,
drone.
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As Atheyta climbs the steps, knowing full well she could easily leap from the base to the top of the
of these mortal-made ascendancers, she resolves herself to complete her mission. Registration. A
simple task, yet thusfar, complicated and lengthy - a journey she wishes to end with haste.
She ponders her next mission: joining a powerful super-group to infiltrate. She fondly
remembers her group of heroes from the mortal’s ‘World War II’, the Allied Fighters, and wishes
they still existed. It would be a warrior’s rush to quicken unto them once again. But it has been
several decades. She is assured most of them have not survived time’s scythe, and that those that
remain have met age’s frailty, apprehensively awaiting their journey to the afterlife.
She’ll most assuredly have to join a newer, younger group of unknowns…people she’ll eventually
have to learn to fight with…and later…kill. Kill for the empire. For her emperor. For her love.
Right??

“Whenever, therefore, people are deceived and form opinions wide of the truth, it is clear that the
error has slid into their minds through the medium of certain resemblances to that truth.”-Socrates
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The Reckoning (continued)
Major Invader. Heroic leader of WWII’s “Allied Fighters” superhero group; father to two dead
sons, husband to a deceased wife, and a bane to his only living relative, his grandson, chaz. All
up until this day, Our near centennial-aged hero has had little to do with family. However, on this
day, while he was getting the old base into operation, he discovered he has two
grandkids…grandkids he had no idea existed; Two grandkids that currently hate him…

<So, you have nothing to say,
“Grandfather”?? Here we are,
living proof of your illicit
affair with meme Sophia. She
and our mother, gone, and we
with nowhere else to go…and
you shoot your grandson…you
shoot at me… and sit there and
say NOTHING, no?!?>*

…

*Spoken in French.
-The all-knowing Deej
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<Nothing, hmm??
Fine. Come,
Jacque. It
appears our
grandfather
wishes to greet us
only with silence
and violence. We
shall have to make
our own way
without him…
without family.
Let’s leave here.>

<A minute, dear sister. I
have questions. Since
Pepe Jeane Brown here
isn’t talking to us, maybe
the good doctor can
answer some questions?>

< Now my turn,
doctor. Why is
our grandfather
so ashamed of
us? Why won’t he
speak? Why has
he never come to
see our mother
or us?>

<Ok, look, I’m
just as curious
as you are,
but…first things
first…why did
you attack Mr. H?

<Fair enough. We
snuck in through a
utility conduit
Meme Sophia told
us of…

< …then we saw
you two and
thought you were
thieves. While we
were trying to
hear your
conversations,
your ‘Mr. H ’
startled me, so I
mind-blasted
him.>

<I…can’t answer
that. That’s between
you and him. Hell,
I didn’t even know
until now…>

<HRMPH! And I take
it you are his
‘friend’, Yes? Even to
his ‘friend’ here, he
says nothing of us…>
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<Meme Sophia said
in the letter that our
grandfather here
“took a holiday”
after she was
pregnant with
mother. After that,
she says, and I
quote, “to this day,
“He is a kind and
honorable man. The
decision for him not
to stay away was best
for all of us. I did
my part to ensure
that.” So he KNEW of
us; now I know he
never wanted us.>

<I know how to extract the answers
from him, but so long as ‘Pepe Jeane’
here blocks my mental powers like
the coward that he is…>

<STOP IT! You can’t just
break into someone’s mind!
That’s criminal! That’s…>
…holiday…
…’the’ decision…
…ensure…

<…ACCEPTABLE.
Do It, Jacque…my psychic
filters are offline.>

<…he knew Meme
but not us. I can
see it in his mind.>

<What?!? He will
allow this…?>

<You heard the
man, Sophia! Now
let’s see why you
are so…so…>

Incroyable!

<Wait…but…how
is this so? It
says in this
letter he knew of
us...chose never
to come back to
see mother….>

< Meme used her powers
to make him forget…
forget about all of
us…mother…you, me…>

<He…he…really does
not know about us…>
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<It all makes
sense now. I’ve
been trying to
piece it all
together. You see,
girl, you’re
Grandma…>

<Jacque… Are you
saying that
…she…Meme…
altered his
thoughts? That he
truly does not
know of us…or
mama?>

<She used her
mental powers to
seduce them…
us…and plant new
memories to hide
her intrusion. She
was VERY good at
her job.>

<…well…she was a
spy for the French
underground…a
good one, too. A
Vamp, if you will.
She got her intel
by seducing nazi
officers.>

Wait. The great
‘captain invader’
…seduced? OH this
is good…

<So you are
now saying
Meme was a…
seductress?>

…i should be
recording this for
facebook…

<I WILL NOT
BELIEVE THIS!!
She was the nicest
woman ever to us!
How can you say
such things?!>
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…I could write
a TV drama with
this…make
millions…

<Meme couldn’t have been a spy;
she is…was…a revered member of
French society…rich…popular.
She couldn’t…couldn’t…>

<How do you
think she got
where she
was? She
‘influenced’
people. Just
like she
‘influenced
me…and most
everyone else,
including
you two.>
<…N-no.
She…was…oh God,
this can’t be true…>

Uhm,
Major? I
think it’s
time to come
out of
sneaky-mode
and talk…

Hahaha! <This is rich! You,
‘Grandfather’, are now
trying to turn the
tables…making HER out to
be the bad person!>

…ah hell…

You are
unimaginable!>

<You are a conniving
bastard, ‘Major’! How
dare you insult our
memories of her! Is this
some sick game to you?!>
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<Look Jacque, chill out,
Ok?. Granted, the Major is
an Asshat most of the time,
but trust me, he’d NEVER
have abandoned family if he
knew you’d existed. EVER.>

<F@<&

you,
Doctor! and
F@<&$#% you, you
old bastard! I’m
not done with…!>

<Lesson 1 about me: don’t
F@<&$#% swear at me or
my team, boy.>
< Lesson 2…>

Don’t piss me off!

JACQUE!!!
!
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Major…really…?

…again?

…Glergh…

This is why we don’t have
friends…or family over…

…

…you keep
shooting them.

*sigh*
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You Done?

It was only a
stun blast.

seriously…Aren’t
there at least a
dozen other ways
you could’ve
subdued him…,
like, nicer?

…like…
nicer?
Yes.

*Sigh*

<He’s out cold. He’s
going to have a hell of
a bruise on his chest
though.>
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<Calm down…Sophie, is it? He’ll
be right as rain soon enough. The
Major only stunned him…this
time…er…again…damn…>

<Oh, Jacque! Why do you
have to be this way?

*SOB!*

Dammit!

<Why is he
like this?
WHY??>

After all we’ve been
through this week…this is
a nightmare…!>

<well…
>

<I’ll tell you why, girl! While I’m
preparing for one of the greatest
threats to this world, you invade my
home, mind-blast my godson and start
weaving a story of how I obviously got
mind-F@<&3^ 70 years ago by yer ‘meme’.>

<I’ve killed others for far
less. He’s lucky he’s
breathing, Grandson, or not.>
<Besides, he needs
to be taught some
manners.>

<Hate to say it, but the
major’s right. In the ‘60s,
he once shot the Secretary of
Defense for…>
…Doc…

<He’s a
madman.>
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<Yea, well it seems the
apple doesn’t fall far
from his tree, your
brother is a hell of a
loose cannon himself. >

<Impulsive? I’ve
seen tweaked-out crackheads more mellow than
your brother!>

<He is…impulsive…>

<I guess you are right.
Look…Doctor…you seem to be a good
man…no? I…I mean, please tell me,
what do I do now? I’m so confused…>

<Well…>
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<Doctor…please. Take care
of my brother. I will go
with…what do I call him?
Major? Pepe? I don’t
know…Maybe he and I can
figure all this out…calmly.>

<I’ll tell you what ‘we’ are going
to do, girl! Doc here is going to
haul your brother off to medical
and clamp him in restraints until
he can calm himself down. You and
me, we have a lot to talk
about…while we check in on Mr.
Hamilton.> Chapice?

<Keyword there is ‘calmly’.
I’ll take care of your brother
as if he were my own. You have
my word on that.>

<We have much unfinished
business to deal with. You
and I, but first, how am I to
address you now?? Am I to
call you Major…or should
I call you…Pepe Jeane?>

<Good! Now before we start
having tender “Hallmark” moments,
let’s get going! I’m already a half
hour behind schedule and I’m still
pissed-off, so let’s roll, people!>

NOW!!
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Hey, Major! Wait! Who’s
going to help me take Jacque
here to the Med Bay?

<For now, it’s Major.
We’ll see about the
rest…later.
C’mon, girl. Shake a leg.
Let’s go.>

Major??
Sophie??
Hamilton??

*Sigh*

Ah hell…

Doc Alleviation watches the Major and Sophia as they depart the hangar bay. At the
Hangar door, they both stop for a brief moment – a moment that seems to last an
eternity. As the Major removes his goggles, the moment fades, and they continue
down the corridor, The doctor is sure, however, that in that brief moment, he espied
a faint glistening in each other’s eyes…
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On Foreign Soil (continued)
The European superhero, Captain Lithuania, while in Galaxy City, attempting to join the newlyformed Allied Fighters, was caught in a violent meteor shower, decimating most all of the city. As
if the loss of life and property weren’t enough, creatures emerged from the fallen meteors,
attacking those still alive. Amidst all this, a villainous group known as Arachnos decided to
inflict their own chaos, leading to the downing of one of Arachnos’ large flyers. Their flyer just
crashed upon Captain Lithuania. The question now arises: Who could live through that?

“Tragedy delights by affording a shadow of the
pleasure which exists in pain.” –Percy Shelley
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Amidst the fuel-fed fires of the crash, sounds are heard in and around the newly formed crater
crater that was once a street and an Arachnos Flyer. groaning metal, rock and earth scraping,
shifting debris; these are the sounds of this recent destructon.

After a few minutes, a figure emerges
from the flames. It is only by the grace of
technology, willpower and fate that the
only one who exits this inferno is…
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…Captain Lithuania.

I can’t believe I survived that!
Major Invader, I owe you one for
this suit! Power levels at only at
20%, but at least the shields are
holding…for the moment.

Now if I can
just…

…wait…was that
a growl?
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WHOA!

That… thing…just came out of the
same crater the flyer and I were
in! It has….it’s made up of rock,
twisted metal from the flyer, and
weird energy strands… just like
most of these meteor-monsters!

Except
bigger.

MUCH
bigger.
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Ok…it’s
official…I
pissed it
off!!

Boot jets
offline…again…
18% power left in
the suit…

…but there’s no
way I’m going
to let this
monstrosity get
any further!
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…oh boy…
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Suit’s at 10% power
and isn’t recharging.
Charging capacitors
must have overheated.
Looks like the only
way to stop it is
to…to…huh?

…what the hell
is that??

Is that another superhero?
With the heat that thing is
putting off, there’s no way a
normal person could get
that close!
And am I seeing
this right? He’s
‘punching’ it? He
better have some
super-strength if
he thinks he can get
through that hide!
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He’s too close…I can’t
blast that monster
with him there!

Even then, unless I pump everything
I’ve got into one concentrated
blast…it won’t even make a difference.

Gotta give that kid
credit…he’s brave. He
follows up one punch with
another so quick…wait…

That’s it! Pour all of my
suit’s energy into one huge
energy blast, and back it
up with a quick nemesis
staff blast…while it still
has a charge!

I’ll only have one shot at
this…and if I fail, both
of us are goners…as well
as what’s left of the city.
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Now, if I could just get
our green and whitesuited hero there to get
out of the line of fire…

Well thank you
Mister Arachnos/
rock/meteormonster for
smacking the kid
clear of the area!

Now that the kid’s
clear…CHANNEL ALL
REMAINING POWER
TO BLASTERS

…and Nemesis
Staff…NOW!!

NOW!
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Holy…I hope that kid
wasn’t in that blast!

Suit’s at 1%
power…systems are
failing…nothing
left…
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Wait…Smoke’s
clearing…Whoa!

We did it!
It’s…vaporized!

…damn…can
barely stand…so
tired…

Roger that…
Jamaal…but
before you
do…can you check
the…area for the
kid that was…

WAIT…
Get the
kid…Get
the…

As the Captain appears at the transport
site, he collapses out of sheer
exhaustion. As they medevac him, he
repeatedly whispers…’Save the kid’…
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Chapter 4: Home is to Happiness as Invasion is to…? (continued)
Location: The Allied Fighter’s old headquarters in Paragon City, Rhode Island, USA.
Situation: For years this base has been dead…abandoned…however, within the last hour, there has
been a battle in the hangar bay between four other super-powered people, and a technician
fighting with getting power restored to this antiquated facility. Amidst all of this, another
‘visitor’ to this mold-infested base lies upon a medical table in a dark, depowered medical bay,
unconscious. He is in a fitful slumber. His mind hurts. His memories, damaged, yet he dreams…

He dreams of when he was, and when what was…was. He dreams of things no normal young man his
age should see…nonetheless, experience.
He has travelled through time…thrust into new
dimensions, planets, and situations that placed his life and others’ lives in jeopardy the second
st
he appeared. It seems this latest trip to Primal Earth’s 21 Century hasn’t been the best one.
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You see, he’s from this time. He disappeared from Primal Earth several years ago. He hasn’t
returned until just a day ago. When he did, he nearly drowned in one of Atlas Park’s shallow
water pools. He was teleported to Atlas Park’s Chiron Medical Center through a miracle of
technology known as a ‘mediporter’ that was built into his suit. However, at Chiron, he collapsed.

His mind afire, he was barely able to remember his hero codename: Predominator. As he laid
dying in Chiron, a strange infinity-loop shape appreared and spirited him to…here. His mind
tries to wrap around all that’s transpired…but it seems fragmented…broken. Dreams are his
only means of remembrance. Those same dreams are also nightmares…ones that haunt his sleep…
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…he is trapped as a pawn
in his own mind…a mind
that is not his own…but
one that is not someone
else’s. All he knows, deep
down, is that he must
awake from this
dream…this nightmare…
and he must do it soon.
They must be warned…

His memories
make his dreams…
nightmares… his
thoughts…
indistinguishable
from fantasy…or
reality…
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The Eagle Has Landed
Modern Day
Mexico City.

However, with any
thriving trade center,
crime follows in
close lockstep.

after alien attacks,
crime, corruption
and millions in
abject poverty, the
people of Mexico City
took destiny in their
hands and rebuilt.

Mexico City, for all
its phoenix-like
resurrection, cannot
hide from those that
want to take from it.

The city is now a
thriving metropolis
of trade, commerce
and art.

There are also those
that want keep their
city free of the old
ways of crime.

Not long after the city became a shining
example to the world of life ‘after’ the
invasion, Crimelords wanted to get
their ‘piece of the pie’, so to speak.
Although nearly all of Mexico’s police
and heroes were killed in the invasion,
several men and women joined forces to
fight for their country and the Mexican
people.
This band of heroes fought off the
criminals and corruption, paving the
way for Mexico, and its capital, Mexico
st
City, to become the 21 Century
commercial Mecca of Central America.
Even though some of those heroes fell in
battle, the war on crime was eventually
won. One of those heroes survives today,
carrying the pride of Mexico
emblazoned on his chest, still fighting
for Mexico.
-The Mexican Eagle-

He is their national hero:

Aguila de Mexico
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In the last few weeks, though, Mexico’s
national hero has had troubling times.
Crime has returned to his nation…
with a vengeance.

He has fought crime from the
gutters to the Presidential
Palace; from the lowliest
drug dealer to a corrupt
Mexican Vice President.
Today, he
found some
disturbing
information.

Several newer, younger heroes have formed
a new group, the Mexican Guard. The
national media has them dubbed as the
aging Aguila de Mexico’s ‘replacement’.
The ‘Eagle’ was not amused by this
supposition.

He has
dedicated
himself to
his job.

Even though he is the nation’s premiere
hero and Olympic Fencing champion for
the last decade, and even though he knows
age is creeping in on him, he still fights.

He is about to be
targeted as part of a
conspiracy to
overthrow the current
Mexican President.

Today, Aguila de Mexico
must fight to save
himself…and stop what may
become one of the greatest
national conspiracies in
Mexican history.
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It isn’t true, but if he
doesn’t find a way to
stop this heresy, he
may soon become a man
on the run.

MR. H vs. the Base MG…FIGHT!!
Doctor Clyde William Hamilton. A man of many skills and trades. Professional Systems
Engineer. MIT graduate. MIT Faculty professor. MIT Engineers Football Hall of Famer. All
st
American Boxing Champion, architect of several modern 21 century buildings and networks.
He is also a man who has been fired from his job at MIT yesterday, as well as a man maneuvered
by a mysterious letter writer to go down into the Rhode Island sewers, fight several gang
members, find a secret underground base, get mind-zapped, and repair said base’s aging
electrical system. This same man now finds himself in a battle. A battle with a determined foe…

Look…I know
it’s been tough
on you…being
that powerful…

…having to slave
for decades for
an uncaring
master…

…but there’s no reason you should
NOT be starting. You are a
beautiful Motor Generator.
Everything in you is fixed. So
stop being a pain in the ass….

…and then being left
to rot in this hole
for nearly a decade…

…and F*<$%@^
start-up for me!

It seems the vaunted master
of systems engineering, the
purveyor of modern
networks, and the miracleman of design…seems to be
having a slight issue with
the base’s Motor Generator.
He recently* aligned city
power from an underground
substation to help restart
the base’s powerful motor
generator, however, it seems
the “MG” has other plans.
Like…not running.
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*New Allied Fighters Issue #5
-Historical Deej

…

Alright. You
wanna play it
that way, hmm?

You want a
fight…
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…It’s
on.

OH, you’re good. VERY
good. You offset the
terminators, didn’t
you?

Don’t even think about
hiding behind those
safety circuits! I’ll just
cross-connect this and…

Ok, let’s take it to
the next level, then.

After a frantic several minutes of ripping out several Terminators, circuit boards, and crosswiring the Safety circuits, Mr. Hamilton is in for a technical showdown with this stubborn MG.
This MG was built in the 1950s and has been the primary source of converted power for the base
up until when the base was shutdown after the Rikti Invasions. It hasn’t run since.
Mr. Hamilton has now climbed atop the massive MG, where several control panels exist.

City Power available.
Check.
Three-Phase circuit set.
Check.
Safety Circuits
‘changed’ for startup.
Check.
Torsional suppressor.
Check.
Magnetic field charged.
Check.

Now it’s time
to show you who
the man is!

Closing the
start-up
breakers,
and…
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You think a little
rumbling and smoke
is going to make me
back-off?? Think
again!

It’s called
reverse-motoring
the generator!

I expected
you’d try this,
but I have an
ace up my
sleeve!
Magnetic
reversal-NOW!
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…

Doctor Clyde William Hamilton. A man of many
skills and trades. Professional Systems
Engineer. MIT graduate. MIT Faculty
professor. MIT Engineers Football Hall of
Famer. All American Boxing Champion,
st
architect of several modern 21 century
buildings and networks…now has a new title:

Loser of the Great 2013 MG Battle
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Hello and Welcome (continued)
She is within sight of her goal; she has
arrived at the Atlas Park City Hall. Home to
their ‘master scribe’ Verne – the man that is
currently preventing her from fulfilling
the first major part of her secret mission:
to Join a powerful Super-group so she may
spy on them and destroy them from within
when the time commands.
The bureaucracy of this world is worse than
when she was here in the 1940s. Yet she
knows…she knows she must abide by their
system. To do otherwise would warrant
suspicion upon her and now is not the time.

Well hello there!
How can I help you?

Harken all who
be present,
woman, for the
Goddess

I have travelled
far, slain
hundreds of
combatants and
endured many
hardships to
arrive here!

Atheyta
has arrived!

You, woman
will now show
me to your
‘master scribe’
verne and my
‘I.D.’ NOW!!

Well isn’t that
special. You can
see Verne at the
registration desk
for your I.D., ok?
Buh-bye.
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YOU!!

Are
you omnipotent
master scribe
named ‘Verne’?

Hail, Scribe Verne! I am
the legendary Goddess Atheyta!
I humbly present myself to you
for receipt of this world’s
ostentatious “I.D.”!

AHH!

Uhm…Yes, I
guess. I am
the Registr…

Uhm…*COUGH*
er..ah, Yes.
It’s you, isn’t it?.
The one I had to
talk to through a
police drone about
registration.*

Well, erm..ah..let’s see. I
have your registration
here. You do know we
require DNA sampling?
All we need is a blood
sample or possibly…

WHAT?!
Good
heavens,
NO!

AH!!

So you are ready
to do melee combat as an
attempt to gain my
blood, scribe Verne’?
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Please, Miss
Atheyta…it is but a
standard procedure
so that we have a
means of
identifying you
should…

…well…*COUGH*
something…bad…
happen to you in
your superheroing career…

Know this, scribe
Verne: I would
sooner solo the
Hamidon than give
you but one drop of
my blood! What say
you to that?

Well…*COUGH*
first, miss
Atheyta, a DNA
sample can
also be
something as
simple as a
hair sample or
a swab of your
spit…

…secondly,
certain
things, such as
the paperwork
this office
generates, are
more eternal
than you or
this…
Hamidon, you
speak of.

Simply put, the Hamidon
can be defeated, but
Bureaucracy NEVER dies.
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*HRAAAACH…*

Well met, Scribe
Verne! You
indeed have the
goiter of a
Minotaur!

If this DNA be as
simple as spit,
then Atheyta shall
provide without
further avail!

Is that sufficient
spit I’ve placed
upon thy jacket,
Scribe Verne, or do
you require more
samples??

No…no…This is
*SIGH*
fine…Thank you. I
shall package it
with great care
and… expedience,
Miss Atheyta…

JUST…a
signature.
That’s all.
Nothing
more.

What more do you
require of Atheyta,
Scribe Verne?
Although our time
has been
enlightening, my
needs are soon
required elsewhere!

Here’s a pen.
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Is that
sufficient,
Scribe Verne?

Most
definitely,
Miss Atheyta.
Here you go:
your Hero
Registration
Card. Use it
in….good
health.

Master Scribe
Verne, it is with
great joy that I
can say my first
task in my great
mission is now
complete. I have
been rewarded
the elusive
Primal Earth
Hero
Registration
card.

I can truly say, without
your aid, I would never
have completed my task!

HAIL TO YOU, MASTER
SCRIBE VERNE!!
May Zeus protect you!!

With a deep breath and a smart about-face movement, Atheyta, for the first time since her
arrival on Primal Earth…smiles.
Verne was truthful in his assessment. Bureaucracy is indeed mightier than the Hamidon, yet
today…this day…she conquered Primal Earth’s greatest adversary…

BUREACRACY
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As she strides away from the
Master Scribe Verne’s station,
she now thinks to herself of her
next great task.

She must now find a worthy super-group. TO do that
she must now go forth and engage others for
information…information that will aid her in her
ultimate task – the Praetorian Invasion.

Why??

Why do I
always get the
nutcases??

NEXT ISSUE: “Home Invasion” penultimate story issue! Atheyta finds her SG (Guess which
one it is?)! Predominator awakens! French Left awakens! Mr. H goes Round 2 with the MG!
All this and more in the forthcoming Issue #9 of the New Allied Fighters! SEE YOU IN 30!
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As I sit here in my hotel room in Oklahoma City, writing the last few panels of this issue, I am struck
with an epiphany that it’s been over 6 months since the MMORPG, City of Heroes, has been shut
down by those EXPLETIVES DELETED at NC Soft, and here we are…still writing and reading
stories from the game! The most exquisite part of this epiphany is that after looking through my files
and files of images, well, I have thousands of screen shots, which means I should have enough to
piece together at least another dozen or so issues, not counting any other additional one-shots or
two-shot titles I may also create via MDU Comics! Although I truly miss the game every day, I find
creating and writing these issues almost…therapeutic.
In the meantime, we shall be slowly winding down our “Home Invasion” story by getting all the
“Major” players together. That isn’t to say there won’t be more characters. Our next storyline will
involve ‘The Trials’, which are solo missions that Major Invader will task each of his new team
members to test how they apply the training they’ll have received. The Trials storyline will take place
months after the “Home Invasion” storyline. Many changes will have occurred in that time. Some
teammates may stay; some may leave. There will be new faces, as well. Behind it all, Major
Invader. Will he be ready when the Baron strikes? Will his team be ready? What is so terrifying
about the Baron that would make the Major go to the extremes he is going through now? Hmmm…
Until Major Invader starts working in a Day Care, make mine the Major Deej Universe!

Want to contact us? Send an email or message to:
majordeejuniverse@yahoo.com

MAP OF THE ALLIED FIGHTERS HEADQUARTERS
1 Portal/Base Entry
2 Medical Bay
3 Power Bay
4 Mission Control/Mission Room
5 Teleporter/Raid Bay
6 Zeta Squad Bunkroom
7 Logistics Bay
8 Hangar Bay
9 War Room/Major’s Office
10 Science Bay/Labs
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